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$89.99

15.6" Cypress Hero Backpack with EcoSmart® (Light Gray)
Good Inside and Out

MODEL NUMBER:

TBB58602GLTBB58602GL

Read/Write Reviews

COLORS

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35

ADD TO CART

Made from recycled water bottles, this pack delivers practical protection in an eco-conscious design.

FEATURES

Made from 26 recycled water bottles

Dedicated padded laptop compartment

Large main compartment for �les and gear

Workstation for smaller accessories

Front, quick-stash pocket

Structured design keeps bag standing upright

Ergonomic shoulder straps and padded back panel for a comfortable carry

Luggage pass-through trolley strap

Comfortable carry handle
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Overview

Made from recyclable materials on the inside and out. Using fabric woven from recycled water bottles, 26 to be exact, the 15.6” Cypress Hero Backpack with

EcoSmart® is thoughtfully designed to protect your work essentials while also protecting the environment.

Built to �t 15.6” laptops, this EcoSmart bag features a dedicated padded compartment to cradle your laptop, plus boasts a large main compartment, a secondary

compartment with a workstation, and a convenient front quick-stash pocket to provide you enough room for your everyday essentials.

Its smart design also features adjustable, ergonomic shoulder straps and a padded back panel to ensure a comfortable �t, as well as a pass-through trolley strap

for easy transport on luggage.

Works With 16" Laptops and Under

Color Gray

Style Backpack

Protection Level Good

Capacity 20 Liters

Collection Cypress with EcoSmart®

Weight 2.31 lbs

Dimensions 19.69" x 12.01" x 5.30" (W x H x D)

Laptop Compartment 15.35" x 10.55" (W x H)

TAA Compliant No

Warranty Limited Lifetime Warranty

UPC 092636344627

Speci�cations

No reviews yet Write a review

15.6" Cypress Hero Backpack with

EcoSmart® (Black)

$89.99
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15.6” Cypress Slim Backpack with

EcoSmart® (Light Grey)

$79.99

15.6" Cypress Slim Backpack with

EcoSmart® (Black)

$79.99

    (2)

15.6" Cypress Convertible Backpack

with EcoSmart® (Black)

$89.99

12"-15.6" CityLite Pro Security

Backpack

$99.99
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